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Although litter is still a problem, people are still trying to find ways to reduce the litter and my design/product would 
be a way to help reduce litter down even more.

I have thought about this for a bit and i feel like my audience would be better if i aimed it for mainly snack wrappers as I have thought about this for a bit and i feel like my audience would be better if i aimed it for mainly snack wrappers as 
thats one of the main objects you see in litter piles and in which the snacks audience would be mainly aimed around 
teenagers or people who eat sweets and snack food regularly. One of the reasons i think teenagers would be an ideal 
audience for my design/product is that the people that litter the most is mainly teenagers and with my edible wrapper, 
the littering rate will hopefully go down. The reason it will go down is because teenagers would just see it as food and 
would most probably eat it but if they dont eat it then it would be chucked in the bin like a normal wrapper. Unless the would most probably eat it but if they dont eat it then it would be chucked in the bin like a normal wrapper. Unless the 
teenagers litter it then the wrapper would have different ways to reduce litter itself for example rain disolving the 
wrapper or it being bio-degradeable and can be eaten by any types of wildlife. Also another reason is that teenagers are 
hooked onto the newest and coolest technology and stuff that comes out so this product would be good for them cause 
its a new invention that they havent seen so they will most likely think it is cool therefore my wrapper would create a 
certain experience for them.

Here is a example of what my target audeience would mainly be like:

Litter has always been a problem and has been destroying the environment for decades. Litter is a major problem espe-
cially for wildlife because animals may get trapped or poisoned with litter in their habitats. Cigarette butts and filters 
are a threat to wildlife and have been found in the stomachs of fish, birds and whales, who have mistaken them for 
food. Also animals can get trapped in the rubbish and be in serious discomfort. For example, the plastic used to hold 
beverage cans together can get wrapped around animals’ necks and cause them to suffocate as they grow. Other in-
stances where animals could be harmed by litter include broken glass lacerating the paws of dogs, cats, and other small 
mammals. Organic litter in large amounts can cause water pollution and lead to algal blooms. Cigarettes could also 
start fires if they are not put out and then discarded in the environment.
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